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In 1973, Secretariat, the greatest champion in horse-racing history, won the Triple Crown. The only

horse to ever grace the covers of Time, Newsweek, and Sports Illustrated in the same week, he

also still holds the record for the fastest times in both the Kentucky Derby and the Belmont Stakes.

He was also the only non-human chosen as one of ESPN's "50 Greatest Athletes of the Century".

The tale of "Big Red" is an enduring and inspiring classic, more than 30 years after its initial

publication.
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A brief and probably pointless quiz: Who is the horse described in the following paragraph?He was

a physically awesome Thoroughbred and a superb broodmare sire. When he was born at ten

minutes after midnight, March 30, 1970, his owner took one look at him and said, "There is a

whopper." His own firstborn was an Appaloosa colt named 'First Secretary'. Another son - a draft

horse cross - is still alive and well and recently retired from the Southwest dressage circuit. Yet a

third son won the Belmont by a margin of 21 lengths, in what was the second fastest running and

third largest margin in history.Of course, his Daddy still holds the record for both margin and

time.And who is Risen Star's Daddy?Secretariat, of course. No one who admires this special breed

of horse could possibly have flunked this quiz.When we watched Big Red hit the wire 31 lengths

ahead of Twice a Prince in 1973, crushing the Belmont stakes record by two seconds and change,

many of us knew that we would not see his like again. According to his jockey, Ron Turcotte,

Secretariat was retired before he had reached his full potential at the longer distances. We would



have loved to watch that big red horse run all day and smash every record there was, but it was not

to be.At any rate, reading William Nack's, "Secretariat: The Making of a Champion" is the next best

thing to watching him run (unless you are lucky enough and rich enough to own one of his 'blue hen'

daughters). At least his fans can relive the races Big Red did run, and Nack has the knack (sorry) of

bringing them vividly back to memory. This book and "Wild Ride: The Rise and Tragic Fall of

Calumet Farm, Inc.
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